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Overview
- Driving Questions: 

- How are winds changing, and how will they change into the future? 

- Will reaching high impact wind thresholds become more or less likely in the 

coming decades?

- Applications: 

- coastal flooding/high impact coastal events

- wind energy potential

- forest blowdown; wildfire spread; infrastructure damage

- Data:

- high-resolution wind data and climate model output



Methodology



Application 1: high impact coastal events
- Coastal areas are more vulnerable to wind events than 

interior areas (flooding and erosion from wind-driven waves) 

- Retreating sea ice may be influencing storm impacts, tracks, 

and severity
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Approach and Analysis
- Approach

- Identify events where a certain wind speed is sustained for a certain 

duration

- Use thresholds that produce a list of ~12-20 events at a station

- Analysis

- How are events distributed throughout the historical period?

- Are these events becoming more or less frequent into the future? 

- What weather patterns produce these events?
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Historical Trends
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Weather patterns
Anchorage, 16-case 

composite sea level pressure
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Characteristics of coastal high wind events



Future trends



Highlights of high impact coastal events
- Historical: the number of events increased at 5 stations and 

decreased at 3 from the first to second half of the 35 year 

period 

- Future:

- Models agree that Utqiagvik and Nome will see increases 

in the frequency of high wind events



Application 2: wind energy potential
- Underutilized wind resources across the state

- Alaska-specific challenges:

- Permafrost

- Remote locations

- Transmission capabilities



Approach & Calculations
- Approach

- Used cubed hourly wind speeds, then converted to W/m

2

- Applied power law to translate speed at anemometer height to speed at turbine height:
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2; α = wind shear coefficient, 1/7 (Kubik et al. 2011; Spera and Richards 1979)

- Accounted for turbine functional range

- Calculations

- Annual potential

- Seasonal variability

- Projected changes



Annual potential



Seasonal variability
Nome Anchorage



Turbine operation



Future changes: Utqiagvik



Future changes: Sitka



Highlights of wind energy potential
- Interior sites’ winds are likely too calm to provide sufficient 

potential 

- Most changes in potential will occur in the winter months, 

with relatively minimal changes in the summer 

- Overall, northern sites’ potential is projected to increase, 

while southern sites’ is projected to remain constant or 

decrease



Applications 3-5: threshold exceedances
1. Wildfire spread: 20 mph (May-August)

- Good model agreement that reaching fire threshold in Fairbanks and 

Northway will become more frequent

2. Forest blowdown: 34 mph

- No clear trend or signal at any of the stations considered

3. Infrastructure damage: 47 mph

- Good model agreement that Kaktovik will reach threshold less frequently

4. Infrastructure damage: 47 mph

-
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Overarching Conclusions
- Changes in winds are, in some cases, substantial fractions of 

present-day levels

- Present-day winds and future changes have strong seasonality

- Northwestern Alaska is projected to see the largest changes in 

high wind events and storm activity 
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